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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 151.36  151.65   +0.30  +0.23

EUR 1.0785  1.0743   ▼0.0047  ▼0.0094

AUD 0.6524  0.6489   ▼0.0032  ▼0.0051

SGD 1.3486  1.3523   +0.0030  +0.0063

CNY 7.2301  7.2308   +0.0084  +0.0194

INR 83.40  83.40   +0.00  ▼0.02

IDR 15912  15890   +35  +92

MYR 4.7265  4.7305   +0.0055  +0.0067

PHP 56.25  56.26   +0.03  ▼0.14  

THB 36.36  36.42   +0.03  +0.02

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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39,566.85 ▼0.60%  +0.64%   

39,803.09 ▼1.40%  ▼1.51%  

5,083.42 +0.00%   +0.78%   

4,338.05 +0.00%   +0.59%   

3,234.89 +0.34%   +1.15%   

3,077.38 +1.19%   +1.69%   

74,014.55 +0.49%   +1.62%   

7,205.06 ▼1.15%  ▼2.34%  

1,544.02 +0.52%   +0.42%   

6,979.81 +1.10%   +1.85%   

1,379.48 +0.11%   +0.51%   

292.33 +0.70%   +1.18%   

8,766.51 +0.00%   +0.10%   

101.99 +1.89%   ▲7.68%  

2,251.44 +0.97%   +3.67%   

83.71 +0.65%   +2.15%   

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            
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- Admittedly, gaping yield gap from Fed-BoJ policy divergence since 2022 has driven sharp (>30%) 
JPY depreciation. So, JPY woes were conceived by aggressive Fed hawks confronting BoJ doves.
- But on the cusp of Fed/global pivot, to prescribe more aggressive BoJ tightening as a JPY fix 
is a dangerous misdiagnosis; wrongly assuming one-way causation from policy to currency.
- Whereas the reality is that JPY drives monetary policy as much as it is swayed by it.
- As such, it is imperative that the BoJ is appropriately calibrated in dialling back policy 
accommodation. So that inadvertent, but inevitably sharp, JPY strength result does not result 
in deleterious in over-tightening of overall monetary conditions via FX channels.
- Point being, a wave of global monetary policy easing may unexpectedly but immensely 
amplify JPY strength from BoJ tightenin; resulting in brutal tightening via currency channels. 
This entails abrupt and harsh exports and profit drag, denting industrial/exports recovery, and 
decimates profit growth to the detriment of wage growth prospects.
In other words, posing a serious threat to Japan’s nascent and fragile rehabilitation from 
entrenched deflation to an enduring, cycle of virtuous demand-pull inflation.
Upshot: The BoJ’s dovish hike was in fact a warranted calibration, not a squandered chance to 
backstop JPY. Fact is, excessive JPY volatility either way is highly undesirable. 
- And lurching into equally, if not more, deleterious JPY appreciation when the global rate 
cut cycle turn more emphatic is arguably the worst case of “pan into the fire”.
- Crucially, the pitfalls of myopic monetary policy pandering to FX markets must be avoided. 
- And instead properly diagnose longer-run two-way JPY risks; so as to steady and smooth the 
course while ensuring that the totality of (rates and FX) tightening is warranted.

FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: The Fed's deferred dovish flex and ISM out-run pressure EUR; sub-1.07 support
- USD/JPY: Intervention risks holding off a break on 152 even as higher UST yields pressure.
- USD/SGD: Stronger USD pushing through 1.35; mid-1.35 on the scrteen if CNH slips further.
- AUD/USD: RBA Minutes has a high bar to revive traction above 0.655 to mid-0.65.

TODAY'S EVENTS
(KR) CPI/Core YoY (Mar): 3.1%/2.4% (Mkt: 3.0%/2.4%; Feb: 3.1%.2,6%)
(SG) PMI-Mfg/Electronic (Mar): (Feb: 50.6/50.4)
(US) JOLTS Job Openings (Feb): (Mkt: 8775k; Jan: 8863k)
(US) Durable Goods Orders/Nondef Ex Air (Feb F): (Mkt: 1.4%; prelim: 1.4%)
Central Bank Policy: RBA March Minutes; Feds Williams, Mester, Daly & Bowman speak

Three Take-Aways:

1) Powell's reference to patience on initiating rate cuts reinforced by ISM; UST yield/USD up sharply.
2) High bar for RBA Minutes to inspire AUD bulls despite policy restraint and nascent China optimism.
3) JPY intervention risks elevated and warranted as BoJ policy response is not the answer.

Patience
- The post-Easter instinct appears to be cautious optimism, defined by more selective risk-taking
amid tensions between deferred, possibly dialed back Fed rate cuts, and nascent China optimism. 
Underlining this nuance are mixed global equities, higher USD and UST yields. 
- ISM Mfg out-run, with unexpected expansion, endowed a certain resonance to Fed Chair Powell's 
allusions to a strong US economy allowing for patience on initiating rate cuts. 
- UST yields jumped, albeit led by near-11bp pick-up in the 10Y (to 4.31%) followed by 8-9bp rise in 2Y 
(to above 4.7%), with attendant USD strength (up ~0.5% with DXY flirting with 105). 
- With markets previously priced for rate cuts on "Goldilocks dis-inflation", propensity to check gains 
on slower and shallower cuts will be assessed in coming weeks.
- Patience on nascent China optimism is also par for the couse given that structural restraints and 
conflicting policy objectives risk dampening this cyclical upswing. 
- What's more, geo-economic risks accentuated by US elections also casts a shadow.
- Against this backdrop of caution marked by resurgent USD and a steeper UST curve, the bar is high 
for RBA Minutes to inspire AUD bulls; perhaps not even with China glimmers. 
- Especially as positive China spill-over may be limited by diminished commodity multipliers. 

JPY Risks: Mis-Diagnosed & Myopic
- Heightened risk of MoF intervention to check excessive, speculative, JPY depreciation is obvious 
and imminent. Arguably, this is necessary intervention to avoid greater policy mis-steps.
- Point being, JPY risks are too narrowly defined and over too short a horizon; as acute threat of 
one-way depreciation. As a consequence, JPY risks are misdiagnosed as being caused by 
inadequately restrictive BoJ policy. Worse, it takes a myopic view on rectification via more 
aggressive rate hikes and/or signalling on tightening.This is woefully misguided. 

OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(CH) Caixin PMI Mfg (Mar): 51.1 (Mkt: 51.0; Feb: 50.9) | (ID) CPI/Core YoY (Mar): 3.1%/1.8% (Feb: 2.8%/1.7%)
(US) ISM Mfg/Prices Paid/New Orders/Emp. (Mar): 50.3/55.8/51.4/47.4 (Mkt: 48.0/-; Feb: 48.3/53.0/49.8/47.5)
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